ITBN® — On the Air!

"SING TO THE LORD ALL THE EARTH! HIS GLORIOUS NAME! TELL THE WORLD HOW WONDERFUL HE IS… SEND US AROUND THE WORLD WITH THE NEWS OF YOUR SAVING POWER AND YOUR ETERNAL PLAN FOR ALL MANKIND...” Psa. 66:1-2, 67:2 TLB

The psalmist concludes these verses with the very word that is burning in my spirit as I write: "PRAISE GOD! O WORLD!" Psa. 67:5 TLB

Yes, I write this letter to you with "joy unspeakable and full of glory"? How could we have ever dreamed that what God was planning 38 years ago? As my mind reached back through those years, the Holy Spirit brought back "things most precious to my spirit:"

"...the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his judgments and his ways past finding out!" Rom. 11:33 KJV

About those three years, my son Paul Jr. came to me and said, "Dad, technology is changing our television world. The Internet is growing beyond anything we ever imagined. Very soon we will be watching TV via the Internet with not a few channels, but literally thousands of channels with the click of the mouse." Back then I did not know the difference between "the mouse" from the Internet world and "the bolt" from the TV world.

"...and so ITBN was born. But when I heard "the rest of the story," my eyes glazed over with the knowledge that not only could all 10 of our networks be seen worldwide — we could also literally go back and retrieve and store virtually all of our ITBN programs forever!"

So, three years later with a few personal guarantees and full of glory"? How could we have ever dreamed that what God was planning 38 years ago? As my mind reached back through those years, the Holy Spirit brought this most precious word to my spirit: "Tell the world how wonderful he is... send us a round the world..."

Matt and Paul Jr. joined Paul on Behind the Scenes where he “threw the switch” to launch ITBN's new Internet station — ITBN!
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and broadcast affiliates worldwide. Dear Partners, say it great satellite footprints and over 20,000 cable, dish channel, but our God has brought a mighty Voice to changed most of our 35 full power stations to different known as CHANNEL 40. The digital conversion has $35,000 made it exactly the $100,000 that secured the summer of 1974 and had reached only $65,000. Scotty’s — I had been depositing every penny there through that very well where the escrow desk was clock: I broke all the speed I would have to wait — it was about 10 minutes to 3:00! I broke all the speed limits — thank God the bank was not far. As I burst through the door of the California Federal Bank, I saw the clock: it was 3:02! I showed them I knew very well where the escrow desk was — that’s why I had been depositing everywhere through that summer of 1974 and had reached only $65,000. Scotty’s $35,000 made it exactly the $100,000 that secured the purchase of what is now KITBN-TV and will forever be known as CHANNEL 40. The digital conversion has changed most of our 35 full power stations to different channels, and you may have a different cable or satellite channel, but our God has brought a mighty Voice to this world: Trinity Broadcasting Network, with 77 satellite footprint and over 20,000 cable, dish and broadcast affiliates worldwide. Dear Partners, say it...